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Does Bizet’s Carmen foreshadow the fate of humanity?
She dies at the hand of her lover who failed to privatize her love.
Humanity became privatized at Christmas in 1913, and is dying.

The challenge before us is to reverse history and resurrect Carmen.
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Resurrecting Carmen

  Later that evening, since this was the last evening of Steve and Ushi
being with us, we all decided that a cultural celebration was needed. Steve
chose the opera, Carmen, by Georges Bizet. He had noticed that Ross had a
video recording of it on his shelf. So it was, that in the glow of the sunset Ross'
television set was dragged out onto the balcony, external speakers and all.

  Steve stood up and made a speech before we put the opera on. He
leaned against the balcony railing and raised his hand to get people's attention.
Low clouds over the sea behind him reflected some of the remaining glow of
the sunset. Some of it still illumined the sky far to the right.

  Steve told us that he thought it was quite a miracle that we got through
what had happened almost without a scratch. He said it was a miracle, because
everything that had been done, apart from a few exceptions, had been done
dishonestly and untruthfully. "The miracle is that we survived," he said.

  "That's no way to start a celebration!" Tony interrupted him.

  "Hey, what do you mean to tell us, Steve?" I added to Tony's remark.
"What did we do wrong? We detected the cruise missile, we got it shot down,
we succeeded in Venice to the point that the fondi got all tied into knots. Also
we had not a single nuclear attack or threat from the Soviets of any kind since
we canceled the SDI. We also did well in the dessert and again at the hearing.
How can you say we did everything wrong? We succeeded at the hearing
beyond what I had hoped for. Instead of us doing everything wrong, the
opposite happened. The evidence seems to suggest that we did everything
right."

  Steve shook his head. "Hey, Pete, you of all people should know what
I am talking about," said Steve. "Perhaps you don't even recognize your own
untruthfulness. You have not been honest with yourself about the truth that you
know, which you ignored in your blind zeal of wanting to rescue humanity all
by yourself. Thus, the project started out wrong. The goal that you had in mind
with your beach project was a noble one, but the path you had chosen to get
there was a dishonest one. You denied the very foundation of the goal that you
were striving for and did so almost to the end. The scene was salvaged by
other people, mostly by Fred, and you didn't even recognize that it happened."

  "Me?" I said astonished.

  "Yes you, Peter. Hadn't I told you right from the beginning that your
beach project wouldn't work? I knew that it wouldn't work, because it couldn't
possibly work on the platform on which you had started the project. You sold
all you had and poured every penny of it into this project. You said to yourself
that's the only way to get things done, by doing it yourself. It didn't work out
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that way, because you denied a fundamental truth about our humanity, that we
all reflect one universal, infinite Soul that manifests itself in a community of
principle across the whole of humanity. Did you really believe that you were
the only person in the world with the desire and the determination to uplift
humanity to a higher level of unity where its safety ultimately rests? Evidently
you believed that you were the only one with that desire. You were living a
lie. You lived with that lie. That is why you pushed yourself to the limit to do
this thing alone. And that is why it didn't work out until a lot of other people
changed your platform for you, starting with Fred, and later Ushi in the dessert.
You had denied the very basis on which the project needed to be established,
which is the universality of our humanity. You should have invited everyone to
participate at the beginning, in this vital project that is in everyone's interest.
If you had done this, your motives would have been in accord with the truth
that all people are human beings with the capacity to acknowledge universal
principles. You should have made your project, everyone's project. But you
didn't do that. Instead you denied everyone's humanity. Indeed, you denied
your own humanity, because truthfulness is one of the great attributes of our
humanity, especially in regard to the principles that we behold with the mind,
which the eyes cannot see, but which we recognize because we are human. We
can't deny these principles. To do that is like denying the universe itself.

  "As Fred pointed out," Steve continued, "every human being is capable
of the recognition of universal principles, without exception. All too often we
close our mind to that capability, especially in times of blind zeal. Anyway,
that is why your project didn't work out as planned, because of your untruth-
fulness with yourself in respect to the principles that you knew or should have
known. In your case, I believe, the consequences were minute, nor was there
any intentional dishonesty involved. Indeed, the problem became resolved
rather quickly. A lot of people contributed to the solution without your specific
invitation and the whole world has benefited. But there was a great deal more
dishonesty involved in the way the SDI issue was set up to be handled, which
wasn't your fault. We all fell into the trap on this one. The entire cancellation
process turned out to be one continuous charade of deception," said Steve.
"The honest thing to do, would have been for the President to hop on his
airplane and meet the Russian President face to face. He should have said to
him, what do you want? What does it take for us to treat each other as human
beings? If the SDI scares the hell out of you, I'll call it off, unless you
reconsider our early offer and agree to develop the thing jointly for the
protection for the whole of humanity. This would have been the honest thing
to do for dealing with that issue. Instead, we staged this huge charade that the
Russian President probably didn't know what to make of. Luckily, he came to
the right conclusion; possibly for reasons other than the one that we had been
trying to impose. And so, that project didn't work out either as it should have.
Sure another nuclear tragedy in the immediate timeframe may have been
averted by changing the background a bit, but the cause for the danger has not
been eliminated, though it could have been.

  "We don't know yet what the consequences for this failure will be in
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the future. Let us hope that the little bit of what we did right, perhaps a word
that was spoken or a phrase, or a gesture, lit a spark in the Soviet camp in
some way. Obviously it did, and thanks to that, we are still alive," said Steve.
"The rest of what we did was dishonest, because we didn't believe that the
Soviets are human beings with the capacity to react like human beings if they
are honored that way. We didn't believe that they would be able to deal with
us on the level of a community of principle. We treated them like a dog that
we train with food rewards. And that, my friends, is how we addressed a life
and death issue that effects the whole of humanity. We weren't honest with
ourselves about this issue, because if we had been, we would have realized
that this entire approach was total lunacy. No universal principle supports
deception or coercion. If we had chosen to uplift the US/Soviet relations to
a higher level where we do recognize universal principles, all of that deception
and coercion nonsense that we put on the table would have not happened. It
would have been swept into trash bin of history before it saw the light of day."

  Steve paused and sighed. "I also couldn't help notice a deeply seated
dishonesty among ourselves, personally, in Venice." He looked at me when he
said this. "Yes, Pete, once again you were at the center of it. I realize of
course that Venice was a poor choice as a location for the conference, since
Venice had become famous, historically, as the world headquarters for dishon-
est diplomacy. Venice had held this title for a long time until the British
Empire assumed it and brought it to London and held it there ever since.
Obviously, imperialism is totally built on dishonesty. It has to be that way.
How else can the imperial oligarchy loot the whole world and get away with
it? Except, that's not the dishonesty that I found disturbing among us in Venice.
The dishonesty, which I am talking about, was of a different nature.

  Steve looked at me without a smile. "I am well aware of the deep
love and closeness that exists between Ushi and Pete," he said. "I also could
sense the same between Heather and Pete. It was all denied to a large extent
and pushed into the background for obvious reasons. Unfortunately, those
'obvious' reasons were untruthful. So, here, too, if one were to uplift our
platform for relationships to the higher level of universal principles, which we
all recognize or at least pretend to recognize, that untruthfulness would have
stayed behind and would likewise have been swept into the trash bin of
history. That would have been inevitable. Some day it will be. We just have
to make the inevitable come true. Until we do this, we will hurt each other
or deprive ourselves through self-denial. So once again, I must say that it was
a miracle that we got through the Venice experience unharmed. We certainly
didn't return enriched in this regard. We came back worn out and drained. Ushi
and Pete were honest enough to recognize that they needed a vacation
afterwards."

  "So why didn't you warn us?" I asked.

  "Hindsight is easier than foresight," he said and grinned. He stepped
away from the railing and stood upright. "In hindsight I can also recognize three
major occurrences which were carried out completely honestly," said Steve.
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  "That's better," said Tony.

  "One of these three happened in Venice," said Steve. "From what I can
tell, the people from the fondi were completely honest with Pete. They said
in essence: It is our goal to rule the world. For this we have to break up all
the big nations in the world. We want you to help us, not hinder us. This was
an honest statement on their part. That is their intention. They may not have
the power to carry this out, but they were honest about their intentions.
Nothing was hidden or denied.

  "Another event where I sensed a deep seated honesty, was our
meeting with the President in the White House after we came back from the
White Sands Missile Range." Steve smiled when he said this. "The President
didn't even pretend to know anything about universal principles and their
necessary reflection in the relationships between people and nations. He
talked about horse racing. There was a lot of honesty in that response, both
with him and with us. In a sense he was saying to us, look fellows, I was
chosen for this post because I have a closed mind, so that I can be manipu-
lated. People with an open mind towards universal principles and the truth will
never be nominated to become President, because they can't be manipulated.
That's how our democratic system works at the moment. He was truthful about
that. That is how the empire intents to use democracy as a cover to rule the
world.

  "The third honest thing that happened, as far as I can tell," said Steve,
"that stands in total contrast to what happened in Venice, was the Royal Dance
affair that Pete and Ushi have set in motion in the dessert of Arizona. There
was a lot of honesty in that. It began when a newly wedded bride wanted to
act out in real life what she had deeply desired in her very Soul, which was
based on an already existing community of principle by which she realized that
her act of self-acknowledgment would be accepted. It was a daring stand for
the truth. She carried it through by being honest with herself. Ushi helped. She
opened the door and set the stage. Everything else unfolded from an honest
response to a principle that a lot of people had already recognized with the
senses of their Soul that behold what the eye cannot see. The truthfulness of
what they beheld came to light spontaneously in the fun filled and joyous
environment of an unfolding community of principle.

  "We can learn from these cases," said Steve. "We can learn that if
there is no community of principle unfolding, there is something spiritually
lacking, because there is no truthfulness in what is happening. That's really what
I wanted to say. There just wasn't a shorter way to say it."

  With this having been said, the cultural celebration could begin. So it
was, that with the last glow of light on the horizon the music of one of the
greatest operas ever created rang out into a night filled with stars and a rising
moon that had just become visible.

  Carmen was a perfect theme for this celebration. As Ross pointed out,
the opera Carmen is the story of a rebel that matched our own profile.
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Carmen, the Gypsy girl, is a rebel for the human soul, a rebel for freedom.
She is also the enemy of the oligarchic system of a fenced-in society. She is
a threat to its law and its order and power and everything that moves in this
confined sphere. In Carmen are conjured up all the revolutionary ghosts in
humanity's history, which become intertwined with her all-pervading charm.
Inevitably, she has to die. Death is the law of the oligarchy when it is
challenged. Its rule of death is obeyed even by a lover who kills the woman
he loved in a rage that reflected the system that he never found his freedom
from. The composer put this deeply enslaving factor on the table honestly and
daringly. Still, death on stage was something revolutionary in opera in 1875. The
period around 1875 was a period of peace and great spiritual and scientific
developments. It was a revolutionary period of a new renaissance. The America
Civil War was history. Many old axioms were cast aside. The unfolding revo-
lution in thinking had its reflection also in Europe, and Carmen in many
respects embodied that revolutionary spirit. The opera cuts through the old
trend in thinking that was customary prior to that time, and to a large degree
is so again among us. Carmen is a pioneer for freedom. She the Spanish Gypsy
of an era of awakening, but she is more than that. She is the enduring symbol
of the exotizised romantic mystique of Spain where the human element shines
through, though brightly. She touches a responsive chord in all people with
human hearts throughout time. For this reason perhaps the opera Carmen
became one of the most popular operas ever created. Steve added that this
is so, "because it gives us a glimpse of the sublime and puts the sublime into
the sphere of our daily world where the sublime is still lacking.

  Ross also pointed out that Carmen has a second correlative that the
composer most likely hadn't intended of was even aware of. The year in which
the opera was staged, the year 1875, was also the year that the Specie
Resumption Act was passed in US Congress that dealt the first major blow to
America's identity as a Federal Credit Society and opened the gates to it
becoming a Private Monetarist Society, an imperial society, a society of
people that would soon steal from one-another for profit. With this Congres-
sional act the humanity of the nation was stabbed into the heart. In Bizet's
opera Carmen dies at the sword of the man that is in love with her, to take
her away from another lover. The wound that America suffered in 1875 was
probably inflicted in a similar environment of blind emotionalism, but the
wound became potentially fatal in 1913.

  "The 1875 wound was a slight wound," said Fred. "On the surface it
looked like a vote against Henry Carey who fought for universal scientific and
industrial development. In real terms the wound went extremely deep," added
Fred. "The vote for specie, a for gold or silver as currency, was a vote of
distrust in the government's ability or willingness to keep its currency fungible.
This vote of distrust went straight for the heart of the general trust in the
honesty of society to itself that is the key element of the Federal Credit
System. The scrip, or in 1875 Lincoln's greenbacks, were essentially a promise
by society to honor the value that the currency represented. The vote for
specie said in essence, 'a promise means nothing, I want gold, I want prop-
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erty.' With this vote of distrust by society of itself the core element of the
Federal Credit System was destroyed. With it Congress destroyed what had
protected and built up the nation. The vote for specie was a vote against trust
in universal principle, against the Principle of Universal Love, rendering prop-
erty of value and out humanity as naught. This vote represents the deepest
overturning of the foundation of our nation, which was our trust in one-another,
and our commitment to one another. It marked the beginning of the end, a
wound designed to kill 'Carmen.' Thus, two major black days stand in infamy
in the history of our nation. The first is the 14th of January 1875, the day when
we were deeply wounded. The second black day is the 23rd of December 1913,
the day before Christmas when the nation began to die. Every patriot should
know these dates, together with the 4th of July 1776 when our nation was born.
It took the imperials 101 years to wound us deeply, and 138 years to bring us
to our knees. But like the phoenix we shall rise again. Carmen will be
resurrected. America is not totally dead yet, though we are close. The resur-
rection is possible."

  Ross suggested that we need to resurrect 'Carmen' by undoing the
wound that is killing her. He suggested that this healing could be achieved
through a process of education, of understanding what had caused 'Carmen' to
be stabbed. "Bizet's whole opera of the story of Carmen unfolds as a love
story that ends in utter tragedy," said Ross. "However we need to see that,
Carmen is murdered not because of the rage of a displaced lover who had
been stood up for another. The tragedy is the result of the smallness in the
axioms of society where all love is privatized and only one love can stand,
limited to the smallest possible sphere, where love is so small that the very
notion of universal love becomes seen as totally impossible."

  "Carmen dies because one lover steals from the other the love that he
desires," said Fred. "That process invariably destroys what is stolen. That still
happens on the economic scene. That's the process that is wrecking the world
today and turns the planet into a sea of 'emptiness' and poverty. That's the
result of the process that was put on the plate of America in 1875, the same
year that Bizet illustrated the consequences of the same process in the opera
Carmen, probably without knowing that he did so."

  "I wonder how many Congressmen acted dishonestly with themselves
in 1875 when they voted for the Specie Resumption Act," said Steve. "I
wonder how many of them could sense the danger to the nation. It was no
secret that this act would open the floodgates to private monetarism. Nor was
it a secret that private monetarism is a platform that has historically proven
its effect in robing the nations poor. Every empire illustrates that. As human
beings the Congressmen must have been aware to some degree that the
imperial monetarism that they were voting for is a platform for clever stealing
and that a nation cannot prosper on a platform of stealing from one another.
Many of them must have recognized this and have known in their heart that
voting for this imperial act was wrong. I suspect that many were voting as they
did, because they were not honest enough with themselves to acknowledge
what is right, or were not honest enough to fight for it. When Carmen's lover
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takes hold of the sword in the opera, in the moments of his dark intent, he
knows deep in his heart that this action is wrong, but he isn't honest enough
with himself to fight for the right, so he allows the wrong to happen, driven by
emotions that cause him to act in accord with an imposed script. And so the
love of his life dies at his hand. He must have known that it wasn't in his
interest to murder the love of his life. He obviously knew this. Indeed, he
would have fought for his love and not have struck the sword had the script
not been in control. But he didn't fight. He let a script unfold. I wonder how
many Congressmen were voting in 1875 as required by a script, having found
it more convenient to live dishonestly than sticking their neck out of the
trenches actively fighting for what they knew as human beings is right. Many
might have voted dishonestly that day, and so the nation was deeply wounded
this day."

  Carmen fitted well into the scheme of our celebration of the battles
we had won. Our season of trials had been a growing season for us, filled with
discoveries, daring adventures, some honesty, some love, and a few really
great achievements, including even a New Hope for the world.

  "So, where do we go from here?" I asked Steve the next morning
during our breakfast at sunrise. We had a long drive ahead of us. Fred had
invited us all to come to Washington and stay at his place overnight, in order
to be able to see Steve and Ushi off the next morning at the airport.

  Steve avoided answering my question during breakfast. He got back to
it when we were seated late that night on Fred's balcony overlooking the
Potomac River, relaxing after our 400-mile journey. Probing these deeper
questions seemed to be the logical in this setting that was sure to become a
final, intellectual fanfare.

  Fred's apartment was the kind of place that inspires intellectual explo-
ration. At least, that's what Steve's thought about it. Ushi concurred. Indeed,
how could she not? There were only three colors used throughout the apart-
ment. One was a deep dark turquoise blue, which covered the ceiling and
some walls. It was offset with a Mediterranean style rich orange to red ochre
that reminds one of sun drenched Earthen landscapes. The living room floor
was covered in large Earthenware tiles of almost the same color, overlaid with
Persian carpets. Mostly it was the dark blue that made the place special. It
gave a depth to the rooms that the rooms didn't have physically. It was as if
one looked into the depth of infinite space. The corners of the walls were no
longer discernible. Everything blended into a great void that was interspersed
with mirrors and glass-brick walls. The deep void of the ceiling was pervaded
with numerous tiny halogen lamps reflecting their light downwards and in some
cases against groupings of paintings. The rich deep colors, in turn, were offset
with pure white doors and door frames. The kitchen blended seamlessly into
this color scheme. There, the mirrors gave way to chrome that was offset by
white appliances and snow-white ceramic counter tops. The floor tiles of the
living room were extended onto the balcony too. Fred explained that the
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continuity in tone blends it with the landscape across the river on a sunny day.
The effect of the openness was further enhanced by the absence of a railing
for which the builders had substituted a one-inch sheet of glass anchored in
concrete, completely free-standing. Fred explained that his decorating goal had
been to make the apartment appear three times as large as it really is, and
thus to create a unique world for himself, within a world, and this in such a
manner that the two worlds become one.

  Steve's comment was that he had more than achieved his goal.

  "It really didn't cost a great deal," Fred added. "A bit of paint, a few
tiles, a few lamps and mirrors."

  Steve laughed about it. "We should never talk about costs," he said.
"We should only talk about the benefits."

  Steve also laughed at me during the discussions that unfolded on the
balcony later as we explored the landscape below. That's when Steve came
to my question. "Pete, you asked where do we go from here? Your question
implies that we have already gotten somewhere. So, what's the answer? I
personally think we didn't get very far, if we got anywhere at all. You have all
been hanging onto my coattails. You have asked me to drag you along. Sure,
we have taken a few steps together, but hanging on really isn't the ideal way
to go. Life should be explosive, fresh, new, daring, with everyone surging ahead
as pioneers."

  "Now wait a minute," I protested. "What do you mean with us riding
on your coattails? We are all tied into this scientific development process
together. Haven't we been working together right from the start, side by side?
Since you opened the door and started the music for the dance, we have all
'danced' together side by side. Whenever new ideas were discovered, we
often discovered them together."

  Steve just smiled. "You are right, Pete. I just wanted you to say it. I
just wanted you to recognize on your own that you don't need anyone's help
anymore. I wanted you to recognize that you have stood quite successfully on
your own feet. You need to acknowledge this to yourself, because the alter-
native is that you would acknowledge nakedness and impotence. That's what
it means to ride another's coattails. Of course, it's tempting to do this."

  Steve explained that riding another's coattails is no different than
embracing public opinion. It doesn't break new ground. It actually closes the
door to asking the question; what is the truth? Steve said that riding the coat
tails of another is the method that the universities use nowadays to teach. This
doesn't open new frontiers. As Fred had already pointed out the universities
authorize people's thinking and grant them diplomas for mastering the author-
ized perceptions. But who authorizes the pioneer that breaks the barriers? Who
authorizes the man that stretches the envelope? Who authorizes the discoverer
that ventures into new territory that no one has walked in before, and does
so with vigor and power? Who authorizes that? Only self-authorization can
achieve that.
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  "You must be riding the coattails of Truth. We all must do this," said
Steve, looking at me. "Unless we do this we become a slave to another's
achievements and nothing gets done. We don't get anywhere that way. If one
clings to another's achievement one clings to the past. This means that one
isn't moving ahead. If one thinks like a slave in this sense, one will act like
a slave. That's how an underclass person thinks and acts, and puts itself into
its 'proper niche.' And what is worse, people who do that call this freedom.
What happens to truth then, Peter, if one becomes a slave to another person's
achievements? What happens to freedom when one focus ones life onto
anything but the truth, the truth about the humanity that we all share? Freedom
becomes lost. One becomes a slave. This must never happen to any of us. We
must alert ourselves constantly not to fall into this trap. We must go to sleep
at night with this alertness and awake with it in the morning, and keep it up
all day in-between. It must be maintained, always. It must never wane."

  "I know what you mean," I said to Steve.

  "Why then, don't you do it, and do it daily and constantly? Don't keep
on asking me what is right and what is wrong as you had in the beginning. How
many times did you call me when you were at an impasse with Sylvia? Did
I help you? No! The solution came from own heart and hers. You have the
exact same resources to find the answers that I have. Everybody has these
resources. In fact not a single one of the breakthroughs that you made were
provided by my work. You must never forget this. You must move forward with
that. This is why we all have to be walking on our own. There mustn't be a
teacher-student relationship between us. We should all be guided by our own
highest discoveries of what constitutes truth. We can share our discoveries, of
course, via dialog. But this has to happen laterally. Dialog must always be a
lateral process. The flow has to be between equals, not vertically."

  "Oh, I have tried this?" I interjected. "Still, I have to reach up to your
standard first, before I can go beyond it?"

  "No, Pete! That's exactly where the problem lies. Don't let me author-
ize your thinking. Set your goal way beyond what I have been able to attain.
Forget me, go for the gold, don't be satisfied with mediocrity, reach out to
infinity."

  "Isn't this already happening in a way?" I replied.

  "In a small way perhaps. I must admit that we have started to learn
a bit from each other," Steve conceded. "And this is how it should be. The
flow of interchange should be laterally. This means you must become your own
guide, Peter, to do the right thing when nobody knows what the right thing is.
That creates freedom. That creates true leadership for the rest of the world.
A true leader inspires a nation to claim its freedom based on the truth. A true
leader inspires a nation not to act as slaves, not even to its own opinions that
are invariably somebody else's opinions. The point is that you have to wear
your own shoes and start walking, Peter, and then begin running, and climb Mt.
Everest. How else can you free yourself from the stranglehold of public
opinion that is presently strangling the whole of humanity? There is no com-
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munity of principle in public opinion. If you are willing to step way from just
opinion and finally come to stand on the mountain top of universal principles,
I guarantee that you will look back to the point where you stand now and
acknowledge that we both hadn't even begun."

  "I have to support Steve's assessment," said Ushi. "If our goal is to
resurrect 'Carmen' then we haven't gotten anywhere yet, apart from haven
taken a few steps forward. However, I see it in a different context."

  She turned to me. "Considering our goal," she said, "we have handled
the beach project hearing rather badly, almost until the end."

  "What do you mean?" I almost interrupted her. "I thought we came out
as winners and no one was hurt during the battle."

  She shook her head. "We have treated the man from the church badly
right from the start. The fight shouldn't have developed at all. There shouldn't
have been any fight."

  "No, no, Ushi," I objected. "Don't forget that the man from the church
started the fight. He raised all the ugly issues. He attacked us. I had to defend
us and our community, and I did it as gently as I could."

  "That's not the issue," Ushi replied. "The issue is a matter of principle,
how it was done. You were attacked on an issue that had nothing to do with
anything real. The arguments were silly, the charges irrational, his goal was to
destroy your standing in the community. I agree we had nothing to do with that,
but you fought back at the same low level that he was trained to fight his
battles at. You fought the battle on the level of the fondi. You fought a
narrowly focused, single-issue war, the kind of war that no one can win. In such
a fight nobody can see the forest for the trees. All that anyone can do in this
kind of war is hurt one-another, and that you did, both of you, and rather
efficiently. Sure, you withdrew from the battle before the hurt became too
great, but nothing was healed. That's what I am ashamed about, looking back.
These kinds of battles are probably going on all over the world in different
forms and against different backgrounds. People get hurt, and nothing is ever
healed. The farmer understood this best. He said in essence that the fighting
that kills people is all in the name of the same God in defense of traditions,
opinions, or dogmas. Now we have done the same thing in the name of
advancing the cause of humanity."

  "So, what should I have done?"

  "The man from the church came crying to us for help," Ushi replied.
"We should have responded better. We should have helped him get out of his
trap. We should have caused a healing as Helen would have."

  "He wasn't asking for any help," Tony interrupted.

  "No Tony, he was," I said quietly. "I was aware that the confrontation
was agonizing to him. He had nothing of substance to fight with and was
probably not allowed to lose. We should have treated him better. The church
that he represented is an honorable institution, but it too, has been treated
badly for centuries. We didn't have to add to that. Take the Christian church,
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for instance. From the moment that Christianity was put on the map it has
been attacked. The priesthood in the service of an oligarchy attacked it from
within, then the Roman Empire attacked it from without, and when they
couldn't destroy it they took it over and turned it upside down and turned it
into an instrument of empire. The unity of God and man that the apostolic
work was centered on, had been split apart and turned into a vertical,
hierarchical emporium. God was pushed into heaven and out of sight and reach,
and humanity into the dust of the Earth, and Jesus was put onto a pedestal and
converted into a negotiator or mediator between the two. The perversion
created a perfect imperial setup, right, but it destroyed what Christianity stood
for? The church then officially assumed the function of the mediator or
negotiator in the name of the sovereign ruler of the empire. A whole lot of
doctrines were created or perverted to make that stick, and all of it was done
in order to control society. That's the trap the man was stuck in that we faced
at the hearing, Tony. The Romans have created that trap, Byzantine has taken
it over, and a lot of it still remains today. Ushi is right, we should have healed
the church instead of fighting it."

  "But how could we have responded any better than we did?" Tony
asked.

  Ushi looked at me. "You tell him."

  I shrugged my shoulders. "I guess I should have focused on what was
needed to break down the dam, behind which his entire life as a human being
has become jammed up," I said. "However, how is one to do this?

  "You have met Helen in Leipzig," Ushi said gently, smiling at me. "As
I know Helen, she probably told you the story that Nicholas of Cusa had
written about the sages of the seventeen religions of the world. They had come
together to ask God how it is that they were all divided and were fighting each
other, even killing each other in His name. God responded by pointing out to
them that they were all wise men, and consequently they should all be able
to discern that there is only one truth. The sages all said that they knew this,
that there is only one truth. 'But why are we killing one-another in the name
of that one truth?' they asked. Do you remember Helen telling you that story?"

  I nodded and smiled. "How would I forget?"

  Ushi reminded me what Helen's answer was, to the sages. Ushi told
everyone that Helen changed Cusa's story. She would have invited all the sages
to the seashore and would have asked them all to each pick up a grain of sand,
because that's what they were fighting each other for. She would have ex-
plained that they had made the mistake to regard their traditions, prophesies,
ideologies, or dogmas as the word of God, the word of Truth, which in reality
was something much larger and higher and more profound than they had dared
to imagine. Helen would have asked the sages to drop their grains of sand and
look up and embrace the seashore, the higher idea of Truth, the beach, the
waves, the wind, and the sun shining on all of them. Ushi suggested that we
should have turned the beach project hearing around into this general direction.

  Ushi also suggested that instead of responding to the single issue topic
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that was raised by the man from the church, we should have said to him: What
has this got to do with anything? In the same breath we should have raised the
issue of the seashore. We should have brought the beach project into the
context of the real mission of the church, which is to inspire a search for the
truth that becomes apparent in the unity of God and man, and is reflected in
the universal unity of one-another.

  Ushi pointed out that we should have established with the man from
that church a community of principle as a basis for a constructive dialog. In the
course of that dialog, the beach project issue would likely have been easily
resolved and everyone would have been uplifted in the process. "The man
from the church would have experienced a healing," said Ushi at the end. "The
bitter war would have never erupted if we had aimed for a universal healing
from the outset. But we didn't do that. I think we were all afraid to speak the
truth. That is why Steve is right, that we haven't gotten anywhere yet, at least
not far. In Bizet's opera Carmen was killed because nobody had attempted to
heal the small-minded world in which the Principle of Universal Love has no
place, much less the central place. They had all voted for specie, for prop-
erty."

  "I think you may be wrong about us," I countered Ushi. "Maybe we
didn't do the right thing at first, but we have made some progress, enough of
it that we can at least talk about the real process now. That should count for
something. Maybe the next time we will cause a healing. Let's not belittle what
we have achieved."

  "All right Pete," Fred got into the act. "Let's see if what you say is true.
Let's test if we have made some progress."

  Fred made himself comfortable in his chair. He turned to me and put
his hand under his chin and asked me to suppose, theoretically, that I met this
wonderful woman whom I instantly fell in love with, and that she responded
with the same love and affection. Then he asked me to suppose further that
on our first date she had a few nasty things to say about my car. She may have
come from a rich background and might have felt it insulting to be asked to
ride in a car where the paint has been scratched, pitted, worn, and become
dull, and with seats that were stained by all the years of use, and were worn
out.

  "How would you respond to her?" asked Fred. "Would you explain that
this is the best that you can afford with your income, and that people always
come to you when they need help so that you don't have anything left
yourself ? Would you bring up all of these cheap kinds of excuses?"

  "Of course I wouldn't," I said to Fred. "I would counter her complaint
by saying: What have a few grains of sand got to do with anything when the
whole seashore is before us, the waves, the shallows, the rocks, the beach, the
sunshine? Maybe by focusing on the wonders of love that lay before us we
would both realize that the rotten shape the car is in belongs to a different
world that has no bearing on our situation. So then, what would it have to do
with anything?"
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  "All right," said Fred, "I accept that answer. Let me ask you a second
question. You told me about Erica in a debriefing. When she drew the line in
the sand. Did you respond the same way?"

  I shook my head and looked down in shame. "No Fred, that's not the
way I responded. But you know all of that. I had been walking on the seashore
and felt sorry that I missed one grain of sand."

  "Ah," said Fred, "there we have proof that you have made some
progress. And may I add my congratulation that your progress has brought you
back up to the level that existed a couple of centuries ago?" Fred laughed
after this, and laughed.

  "What do you mean?" Ushi asked and punched him gently in the side,
since she was sitting next to him?

  "You tell me," he replied, still grinning. "Name me an opera in which
extreme opposite viewpoints become united. I give you a hint. They are united
by love, which takes us to a higher, more honest plane, where we say to the
lower level divisions: What have they got to do with anything?"

  "Aida comes to mind," said Heather. "Aida was a slave girl that was
loved by Egypt's commander of the armies, even unto death. In the same
context the opera, Romeo and Juliet, comes to mind, of two lovers that were
united by their love against the background of bitter animosity among their
families."

  "That doesn't count," said Tony. "Love makes people blind. Isn't that
what everybody says? Look at what happened to Pete and Heather; they
blindly rushed into a situation they couldn't see through to the end, and then
they got stuck."

  "No Tony," Fred replied gently. "It's the other way around. Love opens
people's eyes to the truth, to our humanity, by which we are already united.
It is hate, prejudice, jealousy, fear, and indifference that make people blind.
When we loose sight of our humanity we become blind. When we open our
sight to love, then we begin to see. Love never makes anyone blind. It opens
up a reality that is far too rarely seen. The operas that Heather mentioned
make that quite clear. The killer in both cases is society's blindness. In the
opera, Carmen, that blindness also blinded the lover. Love was no longer the
factor, blindness was. The lover had become blind to his love. The specie vote
too, had been wrought out of blindness. Society had been blinded. Even the
Pearl Harbor tragedy had been the result of society's blindness, a blindness to
the growing danger from the camps of international fascism. Had society been
alert the Pearl Harbor tragedy wouldn't have happened. The conspiracy to draw
the USA into war wouldn't have had the ground to develop on. Likewise the
specie vote wouldn't have happened and Carmen wouldn't have been mur-
dered in the opera. But how does one combat blindness? That's the big
question."

  "Some day we will know the answer," said Steve. "Of course we
already know that the answer is rooted in the Principle of Universal Love. A
principle is an active impetus. Blindness is a passive thing. This established the
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direction from which the answer will emerge."

  Sylvia interrupted Steve. "Hate makes people much more than just
blind," she said. She asked Fred whether she had told him the story of a
woman who had lost her son when he was quite young, who had searched for
him for many years in vain?

  Fred nodded. "Wasn't it hate that made the woman in the story blind
with anger. She was moved with an acquired unrestrained hate for people that
stole. When a man broke into her house, she killed him in her blind rage, being
unaware that the man was her son who had finally found his way back to her."

  "Hate makes people more than blind," said Sylvia.

  Sylvia turned to Tony. "I can name you a long string of attributes that
have much of the same effect. The story of the woman is fiction, but it
represents a vast front of tragedies that happen every day as the result of this
type of blindness. What Pete and Heather ventured into was not the result of
blindness. I can never believe that."

  "Maybe it was more like Carmen's spirit, what had moved them
forward to the leading edge, a profound kind of love for our humanity," said
Fred. "Sure, Pete and Heather got stuck," Fred continued. "But they got stuck
because they were overwhelmed by the seashore, not by blindness. Maybe
that is what I read in Carmen. Carmen refused to live in the small, confined
world of common convention. The impasse that Pete and Heather ran into
shows how powerfully a person can be affected when one begins to face the
truth about the humanity that we all share that is as wide as the seashore, that
invariably unites us across all borders unless this truth is denied. The barriers
that Pete and Heather faced were the barriers that the world had created, that
they had tested with all the daring they were able to muster. That was the
impasse that they couldn't deal with at first."

  Tony shook his head in disbelief. "Why hasn't this happened on the
political scene?" he asked Fred quietly, as if he was afraid to say it out loud.

  "Oh it has happened," said Fred. "Carmen was a love story that ended
in death, but it was also a political story of a political impasse. As Carmen
died, so died Europe later as the result of its failure to free itself from
fascism. That of course wasn't helped by America loosing World War I at
Christmas in 1913. But Tony, we also have begun the process of resolving that
impasse. When Pete spoke to me about a strange principle that had been
brought into the open in East Germany, which he called the Principle of
Universal Love, I realized there and then that a new era was in the making,
an era of a higher sense of love so that the death of the world's 'Carmen'
would never be repeated. I saw Pete's impasse with Heather as a healthy part
of this unfolding process, which will probably continue its unfolding for some
time to come. Nuclear war appears to be our political equivalent. It's a scary
impasse, but its ghost will never fly and kill mankind, because we have begun
to push forward the frontier towards resurrecting our humanity, which means
getting our of our blindness. Blindness is a lack of humanity, nothing more so
it seems. Likewise will the Ice Age Challenge never overwhelm mankind, no
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matter how threatening it may seem today. We have begun to move that
frontier forward as well, in the same manner, enriching the universal worth of
our humanity.

  "So, Tony, as you can see the movement has already begun on the
political scene," Fred replied to hom strongly. "The most deeply seated
opposites have become united right here among us, in the United States of
America where the movement of freedom has become a tradition. We didn't
start this tradition. We are only moving with it. The Civil Rights Movement was
an early unfolding of it, culminating in the Voting Rights Act. Those are a shining
examples. Nowhere in the world had prejudice and hatred been more deeply
rooted than they were in the southern states against the Negro Americans.
Suddenly these people had found among them a leader who reminded them
of their humanity, who inspired them to demand all the rights of a human
being, and they got it. They didn't play grains of sand, asking for better pay or
compromises, or a little more recognition. They went for the seashore, the
mountaintop as Martin Luther King had put it, and they got what they saw. They
didn't go begging like slaves. They fought for the rights of all humanity, and they
fought their battle on that higher level. Some of that has been lost already
again."

  "Are you saying that we should have demanded the same at our hearing
for the beach project?" asked Heather. "Are you saying that we should have
demanded that everybody address another as a human being?"

  "What a novel idea!" interjected Tony, and laughed. "We wouldn't have
had anything left to fight over."

  "Well," said Ushi, "when you stand on the wide open beach, enjoying
the seashore, why would you want to fight over a few grains of sand?"

  Here a light went on in my head.

  "I suppose, I should have given the same answer to Willie the Rock,"
I said to Steve. "I should have laughed at Palmerston's small minded obsession
for building a global world empire. I should have laughed at his people's goals
and said to them: What have those got to do with anything? I should have
pointed out to them that they aren't exempted from the Principle of Universal
Love and its reflection in Love-Based Economics. I should have told them: You
have to live by its principle, because there isn't another principle possible. A
universal principle has no opposite. The principle of universal gravity has no
opposite. No antigravity principle exists that could defeat the order of the
universe. I should have alerted Palmerston that every empire ever formed,
destroyed itself by trying to move against the principle of economics. I should
have told him that any mouse that digs in the dirt is more powerful than the
mighty Fondi Empire could ever be, since the destruction of the empire is
assured by the principle of economics that any empire denies, wherefore it
cannot maintain itself. The mouse would only have to sit back and wait and
watch the outcome."

  Steve laughed and nodded while I spoke, but then he shook his head.
"You should have gently asked Willie the Rock to open his eyes, to enjoy the
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seashore and all the wonderful things it has to offer. He might have stopped
groping for the few grains of sand that he has set his eyes on."

  "But you didn't ask him to do that," added Steve. "I have heard the
tape. You didn't say anything like that. I guarantee if you had done this you
would have felt a whole lot better afterwards. You might have even changed
Willie the Rock's mind. So you see, you have missed a great opportunity. This
means that Schiller was right when he lamented that the great moments in
history have all too often met a small-minded people."

  Fred laughed again. "We are about to change that," he said.

  Sylvia laughed in response. "Do you suggest that we invite all the
imperials to join the Royal Dance and make human beings out of them?"

  "Why not?" answered Steve. "The whole world lies open to us, to you,
to me, to us all, and with potentials for explorations and achievements that
we can't even imagine yet."

  Steve turned to me. "You may tell yourself today that you have found
an answer to what love is. You should celebrate that you have merely touched
the surface whereby the greatest treasures still lie ahead to be discovered...."

  "...As we find ourselves clothed with the sun," Ushi interjected.

  "And so it will always be," Steve continued. "The greatest treasures are
those that one digs up out of the unknown by ones own efforts and ones own
scientific discoveries, all of which feed ones self-love that reflects itself in our
love for one-another. It doesn't happen the other way around. This means that
the important question is not 'where' one goes from here. We all know the
course to follow. We understand the principles. The 'where' has therefore been
established. The 'how to do it,' of course, involves questions that we all must
answer by ourselves in the days, and months, and years ahead. But we
shouldn't be surprised if your answers doesn't come readily and easily. We
shouldn't be surprised if we all stumble and crash may times before we move
forward."

  He turned to me. "You have found that out already with Heather,
haven't you? And even with Heather, you have barely begun."

  He glanced across the room to Heather and smiled, then turned back
to me. "Let me warn you that you will stumble many more times until the
foundation is completely built on which your love of yourself is founded, and
this love stands firmly and becomes a foundation to build a New World on
without barriers and without impasses. On the road towards this New World
the love that all of us have for one-another will grow more secure, richer, and
more beautiful."

  Fred agreed with Steve.

  "Actually we have made more than just a bit of progress in that
direction," I interrupted. "The Royal Dance has begun, has it not? We have put
it on the map. I have seen it. I have been there. I have participated. The Royal
Dance was evidently created as a profound idea by a courageously daring lady
that was determined to outflank the blindness inspired by Adam Smith and his
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fascism of greed. We have won a few points in Venice along that line, but no
victory. The rage of the fondi proves that. They are still in control. As Ushi
said, the only big steps forward that we made were made in the dessert of
New Mexico where Adam Smith was outflanked totally, and a breakthrough
was won in the fight for the universal kiss. That's a big step forward. It's a giant
step. The Royal Dance includes three different types of responses to the
universal kiss. The first was the kiss by the wise men of the king, by which the
king became uplifted. The second step was the kiss by the king of the
musician, by which the kingdom became uplifted. The third step was the kiss
by the king's daughter to herself, by which society became uplifted. This story
has been told many times and the dance has been danced in response. People
have become uplifted, and they will continue to tell that story and dance that
dance. That's winning the world without a victory. That's how the opera Carmen
should have ended. But foundation for that didn't exist then. It barely does so
now."

  I turned to Fred. "Do you agree that this process is a valid one,
focusing directly on the truth. We never mentioned Adam Smith by name in
connection with the Royal Dance. The name didn't seem to be significant to
those simple and honest people in the dessert. We only illustrated the
principle that defeats Adam Smith, the principle of the universal kiss."

  "That's why we were able to win so easily," Ushi interjected. "We won
a great battle, the kind of which has not been won for centuries. We won a
battle for the universal kiss. It strikes me as odd though, that when the final
battle is won and Adam Smith is totally defeated, we won't likely see this as
a victory either. There appears to be no victory possible on the side of the
universal kiss, because there are no vanquished possible there. No one is
vanquished by a kiss."

  "This battle is really in the hands of humanity itself," Fred came back
into the conversation. He had just poured glasses of orange juice far a late
night drink. "No one owns the battle," he said, "and no one can fight it for
everyone. The question is, who will lay down their pennies and their millions
in support of the movement that humanity must become inspired to make its
own? Who will dance the really royal dance and dance it in all its dimensions,
even financially?"

  "Some day many people will do this," Heather replied, "because
winning on the side of the universal kiss is worth a greater price than we can
image, which we will have to pay if we don't win."

  Moments later we talked about the beach again, and how I had
envisioned it as a project that would move people's thinking away from the
Byzantine hierarchical ideology that the world's church doctrines still repre-
sented, and to build a new renaissance movement on a lateral foundation for
moving forward on the whole front of the seashore. I confided that this had
been my dream ever since Helen had introduced the concept of the lateral
lattice.
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  Steve mentioned to Fred that he had foreseen the type of clash that
we had experienced, between hierarchical demands and civilizational thinking,
and that we would probably have to face those challenge many more times.

  I asked Steve, why after listening to the Palmerston tape, he never
commented on Palmerston's boasting regarding the fondi's Ice Age project.
"Will the fondi really succeed in preventing mankind from making the needed
preparation? Will they prevent us from assuring our food supply with indoor
agriculture in an Ice Age World?"

  Steve just laughed. "One step at a time, Peter! One step at a time!
Until we can create the environment in which people stop serving up gobs of
lies to each other the fondi do have the upper hand. Palmerston it totally
correct. There is no point in talking about creating an Ice Age Renaissance
while the world is fast asleep, dreaming of global warming. Lies have put
society mentally asleep for centuries. Joseph Goebbels understood that. That's
why he became Hitler's Propaganda Minister. The fondi understand this also,
and they are building an empire on it, and Willie is doing this for them on a
professional basis. That's their foundation. It's our challenge to irradiate that
foundation and replace it with a human foundation. That's a huge challenge,
Peter. Until we win in building a foundation for mankind by uplifting our
universal humanity, the coming Ice Age won't even be acknowledged. Much
less will preparations be made for it that require a 100-year intense renais-
sance building effort and technological development, and economic achieve-
ments on a scale that ushers in a new epoch for mankind. Until we can talk
about this new epoch, and make that a universally accepted goal, the fondi will
continue to have their victory over civilization. If we don't make the breakout,
the fondi will have their pitiful feudal empire with a tiny world population of
no more that 50 million people worldwide that they will rule over as lords for
the next hundred millennia. Palmerston understands our challenge better than
the whole of mankind. He understands that mankind's failing itself to meet the
Ice Age Challenge is the only possible platform on which any of the present
empires can survive. He also understands our weakness in facing the challenge,
and he probably understands it better than we do. He knows that we have to
foil their plan if we want to assure the survival of our civilization, he also
knows that with society being fast asleep in a dream world of lies, we haven't
got a hope in hell to hold back their plan. He knows that we would have to
create a world without lies for that to happen. He was right in laughing at us,
because that awakening hadn't even begun. Joseph Goebbels would have
laughed at us too. However, I also think that we will soon be in a position to
laugh at them by putting the truth on the table in the manner that the little
child had done in Hans Christian Anderson's tale of the Emperor's New
Clothes. Maybe some time in the near future the Ice Age Renaissance can be
talked about more seriously then as we achieved it in Venice, when the
Principle of Universal Love is acknowledged by society as a whole."

  I smiled at that and answered Steve, as Helen would have: "What have
the challenges to get there got to do with anything? Do they change the
principle involved?"
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  "Doesn't it feel great to be able to acknowledge this as the truth about
ourselves?" said Ushi. "We are the grains of the sand of the seashore as we
are at one with it. We are also the drops of water and the ocean at the same
time. We are Life, and Truth, and Love all rolled into one. Should not the
universe 'obey' us? It gave us the power to enrich it with our boundless
creativity? I think the universe will respond to us in our role for as long as we
respond to its principles and stop being so timid about applying them to the
little challenges the fondi have put before us, or we ourselves."

  "This mandate has huge implications, but I see us winning," I added.
"We will win, and as we do, I predict that we won't see it as a victory but
as simply the human thing to do, like breathing the air."

  Steve's response was to laugh. He turned to Fred. "The whole of
humanity has to start to learn how to walk anew by the time Pete is done with
it," he said.

  Steve continued to laugh and then asked Fred where he kept the
champagne hidden. "We have to celebrate this," he said. "With Pete we will
win what the mightiest arsenals of weapons could never achieve. Just think of
the expense he could have spared us!"

  "There is orange juice in the fridge," Fred interrupted Steve, and began
to laugh, too. Fred got up and brought the whole jug from the kitchen and a
bottle of soda water for Steve, and a few slices of lemon.

  We celebrated our future that night, deep into the morning. As we did,
my meeting Ushi at the Brandenburg Gate came to my mind when Ushi and
I had said fare well to each other at the conclusion of the Anderson affair. I
had been sure that we would never see each other again. I could still
remember her loving embrace and her kiss, and her words that we would not
be dependent on one-another. Now, in our new celebration of an endless
future we said the same things again, only in a different and much more
beautiful context. Maybe this illustrates the principle that we all had talked
about that night, which assured that our horizons were bound to grow brighter
as we moved ahead.

  I remembered Ushi saying at the Brandenburg Gate, that the world is
full of beautiful people and wonders of love, and indeed, a lot of that truth
had already been experienced.

  Before boarding the plane the next morning, Ushi cautioned me that
this truth promises a whole lot more, "maybe more than we both can handle,"
she said.

  She grinned as she said this, and added a kiss. She also said that this
truth promises worlds upon worlds of wonders that lie still before us. She said
the world is full of marvels for us to explore, and to become uplifted by. She
suggested that if we continue in our path to grow the dimensions our self-love,
and of all the love that is bound to grow out of our efforts, we would give new
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meaning to the concept of enriching one-another's life. She was telling me that
we don't need a thousand years of growing up to become human beings, even
to the point that we can put the nuclear weapons challenge behind us. She
suggested that for this, we have the key already within us, and that we can turn
this key now.

  She kissed me one last time and repeated with a smile the very words
that I had spoken to her in Leipzig on the first day we met, that one person
with a right idea is sufficient to change the world. She said that she had agreed
with me then. Now she added that in considering of how our circle had
expanded we were already an effective majority in the world.

  "Isn't that exciting?" she asked, while we hugged each other when the
final boarding call for their plane was announced.

  When Steve and I hugged each other he was all smiles. I even noticed
a tear in his eye, which wasn't like Steve at all. Then he revealed the secret.
He held up an envelope and said, "thanks for the fare well gift," as we shook
hands.

  As he said this I noticed that wicked grin in Fred's face that revealed
that he had been up to something.

  "What was the envelop all about?" I asked him after Ushi and Steve
had disappeared behind the security gate and we were walking back to the car.

  Fred took me aside and motioned Ross, Tony, Heather, and Sylvia to
go on ahead. "Didn't you ask me to do something nice for them?" Fred replied
when we were out of hearing range. He grinned some more. "The envelope?"
he said. "Well, I gave him a little cash from both of us. I told him it was his
National Security Award. I told him to consider it as a pioneering attempt by
the Government of the United States of America to revert its attention back
to Love-Based Economics, although in a small way, - a first small first step
towards saving the world. I told Steve that you had nominated him for the
award, which in a way you had." Then Fred laughed when he said this and
looked at his watch. "I asked Steve not to open the envelope until he was in
the air. I hate emotional scenes."

  "He certainly can use some extra bit of cash," I assured him.

  "It may save his life some day when he needs to get away from the
East in a hurry!" said Fred calmly. "I couldn't give him the Nobel Price, of
course. Still, I am not totally impotent. I only wish it could have been more.
Two-hundred-thousand is such a pittance."

  "Wow! You call that a pittance? I should kiss you for that!" I said to
him and reached my hand out. "Thanks Fred."

  "Believe me, it's a pittance," said Fred. "Our country spends twenty-
four billion each year on covert operations to destabilize foreign governments,
to foment wars and genocide, to assassinate people we don't like, to set up
and finance terrorist organizations against other countries, even to terrorize our
own people, while not a penny is spend in Love-Based Economics on which
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peace and civilization depend, including our prosperity and security. Not a
penny is spent on that. Do you want me to go on? Do you know how much
twenty-four billion adds up to, which we spend each year to tear the world
apart? That adds up to a hundred-and-twenty-thousand times the amount I gave
to Steve and Ursula. So it was a pittance, wasn't it. They have stuck their neck
out for us to save our butt a little while longer. They deserve far more.
Unfortunately, that's all our country is able to award this year to protect life
and civilization on this planet. In real terms, this allotment is less than a
pittance, Pete. But then, that's what we consider life to be worth these days.
I just hope Steve and Ursula will be able to forgive us both for our inability
to honor them better."

  "You are right, the security and prosperity of our country should be
worth a lot more to us than that. That's why we have so little of it," I replied.
"However, I don't see any change on the horizon for as long as we spend a
hundred-and-twenty-thousand times as much on destabilizing the world and
making it less peaceful, than we spend on making it livable."

  Fred didn't laugh this time. He said something about wanting to turn this
ratio around, so that people's tax money would be spend on enriching civili-
zation and the world, instead of destroying our humanity and murdering people.
"We've got to put Love-Based Economics on the table in a big way," he said
to me, "or else everything that we have worked for as a people and as a
nation will be lost in the hurricane of the coming calamities that we see
already on the horizon. He suggested however, that most likely the spending
in support of peace and civilization would have to come from private sources
first, before such a trend can be established in government spending. Love-
Based Economics is a process that has to start at the home plate. Steve is a
key element in this. Let's consider the money as a retainer to enable him to
help us in reclaiming our humanity. Too much of it has become lost. There is
almost nothing left of what America once was."

  "Like what?" I interrupted Fred. "Are you referring to what the old man
said at the hearing that we lost the nation when we lost the Federal Credit
System as the basis for our economy? That was the result of loosing our
humanity and becoming evermore blind to love. You read the transcripts from
the hearing, haven't you?. Do you agree with the old man that America lost
World War I for the whole of humanity at Christmastime in 1913 when we
surrendered to the imperial oligarchy and scrapped our Federal Credit System
that our nation had been founded on and replaced it with the imperial's private
monetary system. We gave them our national currency as a Christmas present
and put the credit creation into the hands of their private central bankers
whose system is designed as a profit engine to nurture their greed and
empower their fascism. That's what the old man said happened at Christmas
in 1913. That's heavy stuff, isn't it? He said that America was founded as a
Federal Credit Society for its self-development. That was totally wrecked at
Christmastime in 1913. He said that the imperial moneybags have been fighting
a relentless war against us to wreck our nation. They started scoring with the
assassination of Hamilton. The old man said that they succeeded in 1913 when
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we surrendered on the 23rd of December. He said that World War I was lost
that day, and that America lost it for the whole world. He said that the
shooting war in Europe that started half a year later, which is mistakenly called
World War I, was but the aftershock of America loosing the war for the world
at Christmas in 1913. That's quite a revolutionary rewriting of the history books
that the old man has done, don't you think?"

  "He has been correcting the history books, Peter!" said Fred. "It is
about time that somebody set the record straight. World War I began on July
the 4th 1776 when 13 colonies in North America announced their separation
from the British Empire and founded of the United States of America. That was
a declaration of war against the Empire, a war that changed the world. We
fought for our freedom, but also for the freedom of the world from imperial
tyranny. We brought hope to the world with an example of what can be
achieved when a nation devotes its resources and its strength as a people to
its own self-development instead of acting as slaves to an imperial financier
oligarchy and its voracious living. The imperials fought this war against us that
we started in an effort to uplift civilization on this planet. Nor did we fight this
war alone. We were supported in this war to uplift civilization by many of the
great nations in Europe, by Germany, France, Spain, and also by Russia when
the support was most needed. So it was a world war that were in. Our war to
uplift civilization truly started as a genuine world war. But this soon changed.
Europe became devastated in the empire's rage, and towards us, the imperials
did never relent. They kept fighting to destroy us by all means possible. At first
they fought us on the battlefield. They lost the battle there. Then they fought
us with free trade. Hamilton won this battle for us, by stopping free trade. But
Hamilton was killed in 1804. That's when the imperials scored their first
success against us. That's also when the takedown of the Federal Credit
Principle started within our country. But it was revived soon enough. Abraham
Lincoln revived it big time. The American Civil War must be seen as a part
of the imperial war to destroy the American republic from within by means
of mobilizing the slaveholder society in the South. Nobody in the imperial
world expected us to win. But we did it. We won the civil war with industrial
logistics by developing the northern industrial base, and we won it with the
industrialization of agriculture. And it was all made possible by the Federal
Credit System. The war-fighting itself was a tragic scene of heroic and extraor-
dinary battles fought on both sides with horrendous casualties. The rate of
casualties in this war was greater than in any other war in history, nor were the
stakes ever higher in any war prior to this time. Nevertheless, the heroics alone
wouldn't have won the war without the logistics created by the industrial
development of the North on the basis of the Federal Credit System. That's
what Abraham Lincoln was assassinated for in 1865. In their unyielding deter-
mination the imperials 'stole' another score with their assassination of Lincoln
in their effort to bring down the Federal Credit System. The sense of victory
that must have resulted in the imperial camp from them 'stealing' their score
seemed to have set the stage for their third score a decade later in 1875 with
the Specie Resumption Act being passed in Congress. This that closed the door
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on the Lincoln style Federal Credit System and replaced it with a monetarist
gold system, an essentially imperial system. Still, the imperials fought on. They
were aiming for total victory. They won this victory with their final battle in
1913 when Congress surrendered and handed over to the private imperial
banks our currency and our credit creation. After that we had nothing left to
loose. The USA that had been founded on the 4th of July in 1776 existed no
more. We had started World War I and we lost it. The imperials fought us for
138 years until we finally caved in. Yes, Peter, the shooting rampage in Europe
that began half a year later was but an aftershock set off. It was secondary,
designed to erase the last vestiges of the American System's echo in Europe.
The so-called World War II was another aftershock by which the fascist nature
of the imperial monetarist system became ever clearer to the forefront. World
War II was the equivalent of the murder of Carmen. Mankind had lost its
humanity in the rage of imperial greed. The murdering of Carmen is still going
on, and keeps going on until we rewrite history in the context of the 138-Year
War, the real World War I, that gradually destroyed the Principle of Universal
Love around the world. We can only save 'Carmen' by resurrecting that
principle, which was lost in that 138-Year War, the real World War I."

  "That's like pouring in flood tides of love into the empty shell that
society has become," I interjected. "That's what Steve and Ushi and I had
talked about and explored all night on the very first day that we met. Steve
had likened it to us filling our glasses with love, up to the brim, and overflow-
ing them to flood the world. It seems almost impossible to cause such a shift
universally, doesn't it? But we didn't see this challenge in the context of a
world war when we explored the challenge in Leipzig."

  Fred nodded. "It's like everything else, Pete, that is gradually eroding
by constant nagging. In fact, the war to destroy America has been gone on for
so long that even you don't remember it anymore as a world war," said Fred.
"Who is even aware these days that there exist two fundamentally opposite
economic systems in world history? Who remembers the Federal Credit
System that built our country? The only thing that people know now is the
Imperial Private Money System. Some people say that the day of the Federal
Reserve Act being passed was the blackest day in American history, but usually
people don't know why, and they don't know that it was the also the blackest
event for the world. It made the Imperial Private Money System king and set
the stage for the imperial takeover of the world that is still progressing."

  "But who even remembers that America pioneered the Federal Credit
System that had nearly saved humanity?" I said to Fred. "It had been imple-
mented once all over the world, but it's all gone and forgotten. To be honest,
I don't even know how it all got started. Do you?"

  "It seems to have been started rather quietly in the Massachusetts Bay
Colony, way back in the 1600s. It might have started under the leadership of
the Winthrops and Mathers. They called the colony the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts. The Commonwealth had issued the famous Massachusetts scrip
in the form of a state-run financial credit to enable certain essential physical
developments to become possible, like the development of an iron works
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industry. I believe the greatest of them was called the Saugus Iron Works.
Massachusetts had built one of the most important ironworks in the world. It
was more advanced than what the British had. The scrip was a kind of paper
money created by the state, to develop the community of the state. It was
a promissory note by the state, a kind of obligation to keep the scrip fungible.
It was issued as a state credit for supporting specific developments. By issuing
credit to themselves the peopled didn't needed to go begging to the moneybags
and pay the imperial ransom that was normally demanded. Of course, as soon
as the people's own credit was in circulation, operating like money, the free
currency developed the whole economy. Massachusetts had experienced the
richest development on this basis, probably in its entire history, until the scrip
credit system was eventually wrecked. This once rich technological develop-
ment in its early period probably laid the foundation for Massachusetts becom-
ing the technological pioneer that it still is. Anyway, that's how it began, Peter.
The Federal Credit System was already an established and proven principle
when it was built into the design of our Constitution a hundred years later in
1787, to become America's foundation for economics. Putting this principle
into the Constitution was probably to a large degree the work of Benjamin. I
believe Benjamin Franklin was one of the pioneers of the principle of federal
paper money, built on the Federal Credit System principle. Henry C. Carey,
one of the greatest economists the United States ever had, was fully commit-
ted to defending this foundation and promoting it universally throughout the
world. We are by our Constitution and our early history a federal credit nation
and not a monetarist nation as people believe today. That's what Carey fought
for and defended, but which we have now lost.

  "As you know, the destruction of the Federal Credit System began in
1875 with the passing in Congress of the Specie Resumption Act. This traitorous
act was designed to defeat what Carey fought for. It forced an end to the
credit scrip of the Lincoln era and forced its replacement with imperial gold.
Gold was limited in supply and expensive to borrow and horde, thereby
limiting economic development, increasing inflation, and building up debt with
ever-higher usurious demands. This traitorous act became the staring point for
the final deathblow that killed the Federal Credit System on December 23,
1913, on the day before Christmas. Passing this law may well have been the
most treacherous act by Congress in our country's entire history. The private
imperial monetarist system that was imposed quickly strangled the nation from
this day forward. It controlled the issuing of credit for the pursuit of usurious
profits rather than for national development. From this point on the Federal
Credit System of our founding fathers, the gift of the national pioneers, was
dead and receded into the pages of history. With the stroke of a pen one of
the key elements of the character of our nation was denied and erased. We
had become an imperial nation in character from this day on. The great battle
in Europe that was launched half a year later might not have erupted without
our defeat in America. On the wave of their victory the imperials moved
swiftly. The bases were already loaded in Europe. The assassination of an
Archduke and heir of the Austro-Hungarian Empire and his wife merely deliv-
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ered the final spark that lit the powder keg that exploded all of Europe. It
could have been prevented, but there was no one left then to fight for
humanity and halt the madness.

  "America had already been defeated at this time with the Federal
Reserve Act. We had capitulated as a Christmas present to the Empire. The
events in Europe and the event of our country loosing World War I at
Christmas half a year earlier are deeply identical. The effect certainly was the
same in both theatres. Within a dozen years, America, the economic power-
house of the world, was defeated. America was a broken nation. Wrecked by
unbridled speculation and profiteering the monetarist system crashed in 1929,
followed by the deepest depression in the nation's history. The imperials had
finally brought us to our knees. The amazing thing is that our nation continued
to cling to the monetarist system that had dragged it to the ground. Franklin
Roosevelt had revived us during his Presidency by reinstating the Federal
Credit System informally, but he failed to reverse the key mistake. He failed
to reverse in law the privatization of the nation's currency and its credit
creation. He never clawed back America's 1913 Christmas present to the
Empire by canceling the Federal Reserve Act. The 1913 deathblow had re-
mained intact and resumed its tragic function after Roosevelt's death.

  "As a consequence of this failure," said Fred, "the USA remains to the
present day a monetarist nation, and thereby a defeated nation. Under the
monetarist system we live with a millstone hanging around our neck. The
millstone is called speculative profiteering, but it really functions as a system
of legalized stealing. Consequently we've been locked into a collapse process
throughout the entire postwar period that is now becoming evermore tragic for
all nations. The whole world is still in the process of dying from loosing the
real World War I. There is no way we can build an Ice Age Renaissance on
that foundation, Peter. The ground is collapsing beneath our feet. Everything
that we had built in the Franklin Roosevelt era, utilizing the Federal Credit
System principle, has become wrecked again in the postwar era by reverting
the USA back to the private imperial monetarist mode. That's why you won't
get a penny from the federal government for national development and the
development of peace and security, and much less for an Ice Age Renaissance.
The needed reversal will have to be funded from whatever patriotic elements
still exist in the population, as few as those might be. Also the night-and-day
difference between the two systems, a difference of complete opposites,
needs to be made understood that explains perfectly why our nation's scarce
resources are still diverted to wrecking the world, rather than protecting our
own people. This wrecking-ball function is a built-in characteristic of the
monetarist system, which is inherently a fascist system. We need to get out
of this system, Peter, and rebuilt the Federal Credit System that is our national
heritage and identity. We have to do this to end the betrayal of the countless
patriots and pioneers that gave their life to built our country as a republic that
would be a light unto mankind for all times to come. The Ice Age won't wait,
Peter. It is coming by its own momentum. If we don't mobilize ourselves to
get ready for it, the whole of mankind may come to an end. We need people
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like Steve to help us to get out of the imperial trap and prevent the greatest
disaster ever. We need this help badly."

  "Why do you say this?" I interrupted. "Why do you think Steve's help
is so critically important?"

  "Because we need commitment to honesty in science as much as we
need honesty in politics and economics, Peter," said Fred. "There is an old
saying that the first victim in any war is the truth. This saying holds true for any
arena in which wars a fought, including the arena of science. It also applies to
the imperial war that we lost in 1913. The loss has been covered over with bad
science, so-called economic science, Adam Smith science. Science has been
converted into a weapon and has been bought into the theatre of the imperial
war against humanity in order to prevent the development of an Ice Age
Renaissance. Truth no longer means anything, including in the arena of science.
When the first concerns were raised in the scientific community, in the early-
1970s, about the economic requirements for facing the next Ice Age, the
Global Warming Doctrine was hastily invented in order to prevent the global
renaissance that would have had to result from those concerns. Currently,
society is spending five billion a year on so-called climate research, but not
to find the truth, but to cover it up, to manufacture evidence which shows that
manmade global warming is real. While the Manmade Global Warming Doc-
trine is rapidly becoming debunked as the lies are wearing thin, a new set of
lies is being conjured up. The new doctrine that is now being fielded, which
is intended to replace the Global Warming Doctrine in due course, will some
day be known as the 'Long Delayed Ice Age Doctrine.' The new doctrine will
ride on conjured up scientific proof that the next Ice Age lies still thousands
of years in the future so that no one need to be concerned in the immediate
time ahead. Cleverly crafted scientific data will show that no technological and
economic preparations need to be made in the foreseeable future to enable
mankind to face the challenge of surviving the next Ice Age. The new doctrine
will suggest that there is no need to interfere with the current imperial
monetarist system to stop the looting and enslavement of humanity. Many
more billions will likely be spent to prove the new doctrine, while the
enslavement of society continues and the wars continue to prevent the devel-
opment of the needed new renaissance. The evident plan is that this will
continue until the Ice Age transition begins, at which point the reaction will be
too late," said Fred.

  It protested. I raised my hand and stopped him. "The cycles of
scientific lies will be broken, Fred, when the Principle of Universal Love
govern society," I interjected. "This principle is the platform for truth. With it,
we can break the logjam. We can do this. The scientific logjam can be broken.
Sure, I realize that to even get started with the development of this universal
principle seems to be an infinite task. But if we say we can't do it, then
Palmerston has already won, who said the same thing."

  Fred nodded. "There is no other pathway for doing that," said Fred. "No
one can fight the scientific lies without resorting to the Principle of Universal
Love. That's why we need Steve's help who can bring this principle into the
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scientific world. Most people get trapped into the many dead-end alleys where
people are fighting contests over countless little things and opinions, which
drives society ever further away from the truth. The simple fact is that it is
no more possible to forecast the year and the decade when the Ice Age Cycle
begins anew than it is to forecast the hour of a volcanic eruption decades in
advance. We can only look at the few things that are known and draw logical
conclusions. We know for instance that we had several major Ice Age periods
in earlier geologic times, in the Precambrian, the Ordovician, the Devonian,
and the Permian timeframes. While continental drift had something to do with
these Ice Age periods, galactic events with intense cosmic radiation most
likely had affected them also, modulated by solar cycles. We know that solar
events shield that Earth from cosmic radiation, which in turn affects our
climate, and that their major cycles follow the rhythm of the Ice Age cycles,
including the rhythm of the eccentricity of the very orbit of the Earth around
the Sun. Since all of the cycles are linked with each other and are hugely
massive they don't change their cyclical consistency as rapidly as we are told
to believe. It seems unreasonable to suggest that the current interglacial period
will be more than then twice as long in duration than the historic average. Since
the world of science, like any other arena, has been saturated with lies in the
imperial wars against mankind, the actual scientific truth is hard to come by.
One must assume therefore that the most logical will happen, that the current
warm period is essentially over, that we are in the boundary zone to another
Ice Age. It could hit a hundred years from now, or a thousand years from now.
Some even say that the transition might have already started since a large
portion of the world's glaciers are already advancing again. Since we are also
living in a boundary zone that is saturated with lies, the only reasonable
reaction is that we mobilize our human resources to get our house in order as
fast as possible. We must do this with the kind of intensity as if we were facing
a great emergency, which we might indeed be facing. Since we are dealing with
natural variances that are inherent in such long-term cycles as Ice Age, we
have no option but to plan for the worst case scenario. If it takes a hundred
years of technological and economic development to create efficient indoor
agriculture, then let's start now on the assumption that the possibility exists
that the Ice Age will his us in a hundred years time. We must do this even
if the possibility was only slight that the Ice Age begins in a hundred years
time, though it is already 5% overdue. We can't afford to gamble with the
future existence of mankind. If the lightest chance exist that mankind's future
is in danger, we must act now to prevent that danger. And that is what we can
do. We can prevent the Ice Age danger with indoor agriculture. So let's get on
with the task no matter how huge it may appear. Should we accomplish the
task a thousand years before its needed, nothing would be lost, but we would
likely loose everything if we gamble that the Ice Age might be delayed and
it isn't. Apart from that, we desperately need those indoor agriculture facilities
now. We are living far too dangerously by spreading our single crop agriculture
across wide areas without any effective isolation to protect our food resources
from the always possible major pest and blight or mayor pandemic in life
stock. The Irish potato blight that became a huge local catastrophe could have
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easily become a universal phenomenon. That's the gamble that we take if a
major crop fails globally by a fast-spreading blight. We are taking enormous
chances today with potential consequences that are greater than the worst wars
in history. Indoor agriculture would certainly prevent this. Likewise livestock
diseases can spread like wildfire in the totally unprotected environments that
we operate in today. They can then mutate and infect human populations. The
potential for pandemics is horrendous. We might face pandemics that could
easily pale the 1918 pandemic into insignificance, which had killed tens of
millions of people in the space of a few months. Why then are we taking
enormously huge gambles when solutions are possible? Indoor operations
would provide the needed isolation. This means that we need the Ice Age
Renaissance now,"

  "Isn't that obvious?" I interrupted Fred. "We would have had indoor
agriculture eons ago, with corresponding self-contained livestock operations, if
mankind hadn't wasted the last three thousand years fighting wars in the name
of empire with the goal to prevent the natural renaissance development of
mankind across the world."

  Fred nodded. "We now have to make up for this three-thousand-year
plunder," he said. "We have tolerated this huge neglect for far too long. We
have to accomplish three thousand years of development in a hundred years.
This means we have to start soon. Since all of the world's government's have
largely become imperial in nature, singing the tune of empire, society itself has
to become the driving force to get itself out of this deficiency that it dragged
itself into largely by its own folly. The recovery has to begin with society
devoting its private resources to it, Peter, out of its love for itself. There is
no other way possible that I can see. The governments will be upgraded in due
course. They will reflect the direction in which society moves."

  "Hell will freeze over before that happens," I said to Fred and laughed.
"Tony told us in Berlin that the Principle of Universal Love is from the realm
of dreams. If Tony says this, how many others will say this too? I know Tony
is wrong, but the evidence doesn't show it. Society will rave about peace and
go into ecstasy over it in huge demonstrations, but it won't give a penny. It will
only protest. Society usually protests against the effects of its own folly instead
of fighting to upgrade its world and resurrect its lost humanity and its love."

  Fred shook his head vigorously. "Peter, society has to take the lead in
this as in everything else. There exists no other option. Society is all that we've
got. If society fails itself as human beings then we have no hope. No Martians
will come riding to the rescue. Society has to set the tone. There is nothing
outside of it that will carry its existence. Indeed, it is not the task of
government to drag society up to a higher level beyond its present little sense
of itself. The task of government is nothing more than to transact the business
already laid before it. Leadership in government is not dictatorship. Leadership
means living at the leading edge of transacting the constitutional requirements.
It is society's task to raise the constitutional requirements to ever-higher levels
as it advances itself. If society wants peace and security, it needs to pipe this
tune and raise its constitution to those higher levels, and demand obedience
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to it from its governments. But the driving force has to be society. It has to
dance the Royal Dance itself. That's the only way that the murder of 'Carmen'
can be prevented. The fact will never change that the world's governments will
reflect society's own dimensions, which should be love. Unfortunately its 'love'
has become fascism in many ways. This makes our society shamefully rotten,
Peter, and deeply in need of healing. Unfortunately, with the current sad
response by society to its own needs, lies the lacking security and prosperity
that we now suffer as a people and why we are facing the possible conse-
quence of a collective doom, either by nuclear war, or through famine by
blight, or from diseases that become pandemic, or by the potential return of
the Ice Age that society refuses to protect itself against in its smallness and
its devotion to greed and fascism. Thus I see doom on the horizon since we
are already mired in gloom that we don't care to get out of. On the other had
I also see the rising of a new sun on the horizon by the developments that
we have become a part of, in the light of which 'Carmen' might not suffer
death," said Fred.

  "Right now the whole scene stinks," I replied. "Nothing is moving, and
I don't really see us making a big difference. Everything has gone stale and is
rotting. To be honest, I don't see any movements. We are running like mad,
but nobody else is moving an inch. In the direction the world is drifting society
has lost its ability to survive. Sure, all of this can change, Fred, and I sincerely
hope it will, but where is the evidence? Where are the new leaders in the
hustings that are willing to fulfil the present Constitutional requirements, such
as the principle of advancing the general welfare? I agree a shift in focus onto
the Principle of Universal Love is possible when society becomes serious in
protecting itself and to get its economy to function. As soon as Greed-Based
Fascism becomes discredited and Love-Based Economics is put onto the table
by society, the world will change. Then we will see meaningful efforts being
made in support of raising the platform for peace. But I see no movement on
this front. At the very best I see meaningless protest marches, but where is
the march of society's dollars, the dollars for peace? There isn't even a trickle
of pennies. And where is the march of the voters on election day for peace,
and the demand of society that the electoral process isn't rigged and priva-
tized, as it presently is? And where are the society's champions? I see the
hustings empty, except for the fondi's men. The field is left wide open for the
fondi's men to bring in their bankers and their fascists, and their religious
fundamentalists, and whoever else wants to loot and build an empire and start
wars. That's the way the world looks right now, Fred, and all that I can say is
that hell will freeze over before society will lift a finger to protect its
existence. I didn't want to say this to Steve, but it looks more that way now
than ever."

  "Isn't that what I said?" said Fred. "Society has to set the tune for the
world it wants to live in. That's the key. But you are a part of the key, Peter.
You are a part of society. Don't complain. Look at the tip of your finger. Who
does it point to?"

  "You mean me?" I said.
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  "Of course I mean you," said Fred. "You are the gem, the light, and the
leader. And you truly are that, as are Steve, Ushi, and all of us. Who but you
would lay down ninety grand for a single idea to uplift society, and for a crazy
idea at that, which was way off the chart of what seemed rational. But you
have made a difference with it. You stood in the hustings on countless
occasions that I can name and encouraged people to follow you. Perhaps you
didn't make speeches as politicians do, standing in the hustings making wild
promises. You delivered without making speeches. Maybe you didn't proceed
always in the wisest manner, but you are learning just as all of us are. Also
don't forget what happened in the dessert with Ushi and you piping a new tune
there. Sure, you failed to carry this tune through the hearing afterwards, but I
don't blame for that. We are on pioneering territory where every step is a big
step. In fact I don't blame you for being discouraged when you see yourself
standing largely alone, with but a few friends at your side. This tells me only
that you have to make it your goal to multiply your base a thousand-fold and
then a thousand-fold again, and bring society on board. It is easy to be
discouraged when you are on pioneering territory. Many a pioneer has felt
discouraged, but they have all pressed on. So, press on, Peter, and don't ever
give up on society, because that's all we've got. If we don't look out for
ourselves as a society, meaning that we look out for one-another, who will look
out for us? There is no one else. There are no Martians that we can call on
to rescue us from our folly. We've got one another, and that's all we've got,
and that's the best there is, worthy to be enveloped with our love from the
riches of our heart."

  Fred stopped walking at this point and looked at his watch and began
to laugh. "Our award money to Steve will proof him wrong by a trifle," he said
and began to grin.

  Fred started to walk again. "All right then, Pete, can you answer me why
we haven't gotten anywhere yet? What essential element have we not been
focusing on in our efforts to elevate society?"

  "I suppose we didn't get moving because of our still continuing isolation
from one another, and our self-isolation," I said. "The hard part of the answer
is how to break the habit."

  Fred began to smile. "Steve requested that I ask you one more
question. Who did you expect to step forward for the rescue when you and
Heater were moving towards that impasse during the Key West days, which
forced her into self-isolation? You knew what you were facing. You both did.
You both knew it from the first day on. Who did you expect to resolve the
impasse for you that finally came to a head at the SandCastle? Steve said that
you and Heather had both isolated yourselves from one-another on that
question? He said that you had never talked about it. He also said that this is
just about the mildest case of self-isolation that he could think of."

  "But Fred, if this is the mildest case," I replied, "we haven't even
begun to address anything yet, because the impasse between me and Heather
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hasn't been fully resolved yet, has it? It still lingers on. It has changed its
dimension. It has become more complex."

  Fred just grinned, but he didn't say anything.

  "Oh what a fool I have been not to address the problem the moment
when the isolation began," I said quietly. "We might have resolved this little
problem right then. Indeed, Heather had a better sense of what needed to be
focused on than I had in this situation, but this too wasn't enough. She wrote
to me in her letter, 'If we had found gold together, the whole world would
have congratulated us. Instead we have found something better, we have found
each other, but this the world despises.' Yes Fred, we should have talked about
this isolation that we allowed to build up and should have dealt with it. It
wouldn't have been easy, but so what? Instead, we isolated ourselves from
one-another more and more. I can only hope that Heather can forgive me
some day for having allowed this to happen. I should have taken the respon-
sibility to prevent the isolation."

  "Why don't you fix the problem now?" said Fred and began to laugh.
"And while you're at it, fix it for all of us too, and for the whole world." Fred
added that all I need to do is stop the isolation and get people to support
one-another. "It's as simple as that, right?" Then Fred changed his tone and said
quietly. "Admiral Rickover was right. Where there is no vision, the people
perish."

  Fred laughed after saying this and kept on laughing and laughing as if he
had just cracked the biggest joke of the day. People kept looking at us,
wondering. Then he repeated those words that the Admiral has been so fond
of. "Where there is no vision, the people perish."

  "Without Love-Based Economics society is doomed," I added.

  "Doesn't that also apply to you and Heather?" Fred asked. "Isolation is
a collapse of the economy of love. Sometimes this happens before it really
gets going. The same applies also to society as a whole."

  Here Fred began to laugh again. "Tell me Peter, where is this march of
the dimes and the dollars that you spoke of, reflected in your case, becoming
manifest in a march of hugs and kisses intertwined with joy? Where is the
Royal Dance that we should see to be danced to the tune of joy?"

  The only thing that Fred didn't throw back at me was my earlier saying
that hell would freeze over before we would see anything change. He obviously
felt that I was mistaken about that and that I was beginning to recognize it,
finally.

  + + +

  Much later that year when the early winter winds swept across the sea;
when the swells were larger and the breaking waves reached higher upon the
beach so that there wasn't a dry patch left to walk on at high tide; Sylvia and
I loved to be out there. We enjoyed our walks together on the beach. It
seemed appropriate that we continued our walks even if it meant climbing
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through the thickets of beach grass and across old logs that timeless storms had
blown in, even when it meant facing the icy winds.

  Or maybe it was because of the winds that we enjoyed being there in
the winter. I always found it invigorating to be facing the winds. Sylvia evidently
felt the same way. This feeling was reflected in her comments during our
conversations, and also in her answer when I asked her one day if she was
happy with the way our life together had turned out, and our marriage.

  "I love the wind," she said in reply. "There is nothing dull, stale, or
trivial about it. It churns the world into a whirl of movement, and moves the
mind with it, even if it chills us to the bones at times. I love to be in the wind,
but all too often it seems to me that we find ourselves being blown along with
its moment that sweeps across the world. We are blown along like feathers in
a storm. I feel this is not the way our lives should be. A human being is greater
than a feather. A feather has no mind of its own, and no power to change its
destiny. But we are human beings, Pete. We do have a mind, and with its
capacity we have come to stand at the portal of the kind of science with which
we find the power to move the universe. Why then would we allow ourselves
to be moved by it? We have the ability to stand up in the storm and be its
master and command the winds, and have the winds obey us. Why are we
reacting to the winds, when we should be acting? We allow ourselves to be
tied to the Earth and struggle to get free, while we should tie the Earth to our
humanity and uplift it to a level where everyone is free. We should uplift the
whole of humanity with us, because we are all alive in this one world.

  "Yes, I believe we have raised our marriage up," she continued on
another day and at another time. "We have raised it out of the woods of
ancient conventions and placed it where we can see the sunrise and be a part
of it. This has made us richer; rich enough that we can love more than we have
ever allowed ourselves to love in the past."

  "But why is the place from which we see the sunrise unfolding, such a
lonely place?" I asked. "It should be a crowded place."

  "It is a crowded place, Peter, we just don't see it yet. We had nearly
lost our world altogether this summer," said Sylvia. "We may yet loose it,
because too many people remain mired in the mud of the Earth without hope,
and without light, torn by fears, without any of them reaching for the fire of
life. Steve is right, we haven't even begun to uplift the world. That is why our
place is lonely where we witness the sunset and the sunrise."

  "Still, we have done something," I reminded her. "There is a new wind
blowing in the dessert now, and Steve thinks it is a significant wind."

  "But who did command this wind?" she asked and began to smile. "Did
you command it, Peter? Or were you but a feather swept up in its flow when
the wind came up? I think your friend Helen's matrix of the universal marriage
of humanity will be forever but a stagnant dream without the power of the
movements that we all must create to bring our life into it."

  "Oh, you want us to change the world more deeply than we have dared
to endeavor?" I asked.
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  "No, Peter, I don't want us to be the dictators of change. I want us to
be a part of a human hurricane that all of us will command together by the
power of our humanity. But first, we have to learn to command the little
winds," said Sylvia.

  "This means that we have to learn the art to be a commander of
change," I said. "For this we have to be commanding ourselves to move with
the universal principles and universal truths that we know."

  "Yes Peter, then we become the power behind the winds that sweep
the world," said Sylvia.

  "I think we can do this," I said as I hurled a stick into the waves.

  "Am I dreaming too tall for you?" Sylvia added.

  "That's an impossibility," I replied.

  We watched an eagle while we spoke that day. The great bird was
soaring above the cliffs at the edge of our bay. It soared effortless, so it
seemed, with barely a movement of its wings. But how much greater than an
eagle are we as human beings? I pondered this question. It seemed that there
might be no answer forthcoming until we master the art of commanding the
wind, able to stand up and face a storm and make it cease.

  "It's not a small challenge to be the Supreme Being," said Sylvia.

  "On the other hand I don't think that it is possible to be dreaming too
tall," I answered Sylvia in return. "Doesn't a child, even as it stumbles and falls
while it makes it way across the meadow, dream of running with the rabbits,
flying with the birds, and looking down from the mountain instead of looking
up to it, without ever asking how this can be possible. It simply trusts that it
will run indeed, and fly, and look down from the mountaintop, and do more
than this. And so will we, infinitely more. No Sylvia, we can't dream tall
enough, Sylvia, because there appears to be no limit that we cannot step
beyond as human beings, even to the point of commanding the winds."

  "And commanding ourselves," Sylvia replied moments later.

  + + the end + +
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Postscript for the novel

 Science fiction is often used as a tool to explore a possible future.
Science fiction can also be used to explore in metaphor certain fundamental
principles that are normally obscured by conventions and myths or for political
objectives. In addition, the writing of fiction can be interwoven with aspects
of the real world in such a manner that a number of fictional elements appear
real, while real elements appear fictional as this happens so often in life. All
of these elements have been utilized in this novel.

 In Chapter 1, Wreck Beach University, the point is explored that war
is fundamentally a human-relationships problem, rather than a technological
problem. Therefore it cannot be resolved as a technological issue. In fact, any
attempt to address technologically what is not a technological problem covers
up the real issue. This covering-up process is metaphorically countered in the
novel in a nudist beach story.

 In Chapter 2 and 3, Emergency Mission and Unity, a surreal sense of
social unity is brought to light that appears totally fictional, but represents
nevertheless some profound elements of truth. Some of these elements were
put on the table by America's spiritual pioneer of the 19th and 20th Century,
Mary Baker Eddy with her discovery of the divine Principle of scientific mental
healing.

 In Chapter 4, The Incompetence of the King, the focus is put on the
question of democracy, but not in the way that democracy is commonly
understood. It comes to light as something far greater than a process of
counting votes and running an elected government. It is understood as a
process of taking responsibility in an active manner by society itself, for itself.
The end-result is that society IS the real king and needs to regard itself in that
manner, and the elected President or leader must therefore be regarded as a
servant in office by design. This essential concept of democracy appears to
have become rather fictional in our time. But why should it be that?

 In Chapter 5 and 6, Our Seashore Paradise and Shadow in the Night,
a nuclear cruise missile is launched against the USA. The story is complete
fiction of course. In the story the nation is ultimately saved by the effort of
two 'little' people who took responsibility to protect the nation. They stepped
across all the established barriers and did what was necessary in the moment
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of this crisis to save the country. Acts such as these appears rather fictional.
Society is no longer thinking in terms of taking responsibility for the general
welfare of itself as a nation, much less of humanity as a whole. People have
become too wrapped up in little issues and blind to the processes that its
existence depends on. When a crisis erupts they simply protest. But in a ten
minute nuclear war that convention breaks down. While the story and its
heroism is fictional, the danger isn't that mankind has created for itself by
refusing to take the responsibility to live profoundly as human beings.

 In Chapter 7, Unto the Top of the World, the question of strategic
defense is explored. In this case the focus is on America's (by now) long-
forgotten SDI program. The question is asked whether a missile defense
system is invariably a provocation, or whether it can actually save mankind if
it is developed cooperatively by all nations, thereby creating a platform for
unity and universal cooperative development? How often has a country's
leadership provoked its nation into war under the guise of defending it? That
never happens. That's fiction, right? No it isn't. And neither is it fiction that
America once had invited the world, especially the Soviet Union, to coopera-
tively develop a global Strategic Defense Initiative based on new physical
principles. The goal was to protect all mankind from the 65,000 nuclear bombs
it had created to eradicate one-another. It is also a historic fact that the
Soviets refused. Evidence exists that the Soviets even demanded that the
author of the strategic defense proposal be imprisoned, who was promptly
incarcerated for five years on contrived charges. His name is Lyndon H.
LaRouche Jr., America's most widely known and globally respected economist.
He had warned the Soviets that if they continued their own strategic defense
in isolation, the economic burden would burn out their economy in five years.
The Soviet Union collapsed in six years. Looking back today, this part of
history still looks like a saga of pure fiction, as do many associated elements
of this part of history.

 In Chapter 8, The Shockwave Effect, the recognition dawns that the
world is presently in a historic boundary zone moving towards momentous
changes in our world in which nearly all of the present standards are doomed
to become irrelevant unless measure are taken to actively redirect society's
path ahead. Some early shockwaves are already developing. This corresponds
with the rarely known phenomenon in fluid dynamics where the shockwave that
results from supersonic flight begins to develop already in the boundary zone
before the sound barrier is actually broken. This boundary zone phenomenon
may appear like science fiction, while it is quite real. On October 6, 1997, a
jet vehicle, the famous "ThrustSSC" was photographed by Richard Meredith-
Hardy at the Black Rock Dessert, Nevada, travelling at approximately Mach
0.95 with a powerful sonic shockwave effect being clearly visible. (See: http:/
/www.flymicro.com/photolib/) Eleven days later the vehicle did break the
sound barrier at 1223.657 kmph. (See: http://www.andrewgraves.biz/ssc_stuff/
SSC_pics.htm) The point is that a lot of phenomena already begin to be felt
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in the boundary zone in many respects, economically, politically, socially,
ideologically, and meterologically.

 In Chapter 9, Glass Sculptures, the focus is on what kind of world we
can create for ourselves when love becomes developed rather than rejected,
a process which determines our future. While some leaders dream to be
reborn as a deadly virus to eliminate 'overpopulation' and other people
proclaim that the human journey isn't anything special, the reality is that it has
the potential to be a light more sparkling than the stars. And after all, that's
all we've got. However, is the potential for its further development fictional,
or is it real though largely unrealized? Perhaps it depends on how we develop
the human journey from the root of its key element, the Principle of Universal
Love.

 In Chapter 10, The Venice Project, the cover story is about scrapping
America's SDI program, while the real story behind the scene is much more
far-reaching. An Ice Age Renaissance proposal for the strategic defense of all
mankind is presented as a platform for defending mankind against the poten-
tially devastating influence of the return of the next Ice Age. This larger
project is fictional, of course. Such a proposal has never been officially put
forward anywhere at any time. Actually the scientific background for such a
proposal in the story didn't exist in the mid-1980s, the timeframe of the story.
Consequently the actual timeline of the unfolding scientific awareness has
been ignored in order fit today's advanced perceptions into the story, so that
the story reflects the leading edge perception of our modern time. The names
of the scientists that are mentioned in the Ice Age related part of the story
are real.

 (See: 21st Century Science and Technology Magazine, Fall 2005, p.4 - see:
http://21stcenturysciencetech.com/Articles%202005/NoGlobalWarm.pdf - and
Winter 2003/4 p.52 - see: http://www.21stcenturysciencetech.com/Arti-
cles%202004/Winter2003-4/global_warming.pdf - Also note the statement writ-
ten for the US Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
March 2004 by Prof. Zbigniew Jaworowski Chairman, Scientific Council of
Central Laboratory for Radiological Protection Warsaw, Poland; see: http://
www.john-daly.com/zjiceco2.htm )

 In Chapter 11, Perfidious Albion, the nature of conspiracies is ex-
plored in a surreal fashion by drawing on the numerous conspiracy theories that
fill the 'airwaves' often without a shred of proof, which nevertheless fit the
pattern of the imperial conspiracies that came out the background of the old
Venetian Empire. The 'art' of deep-reaching multilevel conspiracies has been
the backbone of every empire ever since. Empires are built and held together
by conspiracies. What then separates reality and fiction in this world? I don't
think anybody really knows. In the story, the names are all fictional, and the
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dimension has been kept somewhat surreal. One common name, that of
Palmerston, was chosen for the main character, a name that also links back to
the early days of the British Empire, the largest empire of modern time. The
term, Perfidious Albion, however is not from the realm of fiction, and so is
the comparison of empires with tectonic plates. Both concepts were presented
to journalists in Germany in the 1990s around the time of the East Timor crisis.

 In Chapter 12 and 13, Lord of Darkness and Lord of the Rings, the true
meaning of weapons of mass destruction is explored against the background of
Tolkien's saga, The Lord of the Rings. Tolkien is a master in linguistics and
metaphors, exposing elements that hide the truth, like the truth that the atom
bomb was coveted as a terror weapon long before it became a reality and
remains a terror weapon to the present day. We had 65,000 such terror
weapons in the world in the mid 1980s, of which we have 20-40,000 left in
various forms, while new ones are still being built including new mini nukes that
are ideal for terrorist purposes. If it wasn't for the secret love affair by the
imperial world with terrorism, we would likely have disabled all of the nuclear
bombs by now, including the 'daisy cutters,' as the latest weapons of mass
destruction are called. From a physical standpoint it wouldn't take long to
create a nuclear-weapons-fee world. All the nukes in the world can be disabled
in a week if society decides to value its humanity. We know where they are
located, and the task to disable them isn't that difficult.

 The tern "Daisy Cutter" that is used in the story is actually the code
name of the modern fuel-air bomb, a conventional weapon of mass destruc-
tion. It vaporizes volatile fuel over a large area and then ignites it, causing a
hyper-pressure envelope that forces a person's lungs out through the mouth,
and in lesser cases suffocate the victims as it burns the oxygen out of the air.
The "Daisy Cutters" were reportedly used in Afghanistan against unwanted
terrorists. Notwithstanding this, terrorism is hailed in principle. It has been said
that "one man's terrorist is another man's freedom fighter." The statement
comes from London to answer why London had been the headquarters of over
30 international terrorist organizations during the Soviet era. Here reality and
fiction intermingle while the real world supercedes in horror what would be
acceptable as credible fiction. The danger finally becomes complete when our
love for our humanity, that should be profoundly real, falls itself into the realm
of fiction.

 In Chapter 14, Drilling Holes into Sophistry, we look at the fiction
of lies that have blacked history, that have dragged the world into the sewer
and endangered the future of humanity. We find the sphere of sophistry a
captivating 'prison,' often by our own consent and free will. Here too, fiction
and fact appear to be reversed as society becomes strangled in its box that
it finds no exit from, except through love, which it denies as an option. The
challenge becomes raised that society rebuilds its humanity by, for starters,
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eradicating homelessness and slum living with a million new houses provided
for free, whereby the whole of society would come out richer. While such a
project could be easily accomplished in the USA with the available financial,
technological, and material resources, society chooses to deny itself that
potential and remains being mired in inhumanity, contend in poverty and
smallness. In this area fact and fiction are revered in a surreal manner by
which the present world should be deemed fictional, because it denies the
actual dimension of our humanity.

 In Chapter 15, Clothed with the Sun, the focus is on the 'Royal Dance'
in acknowledging the native value of our humanity. The 'Royal Dance' is a
dance carried in metaphor by dancers in their native attire, being "clothed with
the sun" as seen by John in the biblical book of Revelation. Here, the surreal
element is the truth. But should it remain surreal?

 In Chapter 16, The Supreme Being, we find a contest being staged
between the unyielding rigidity of old religiosity (The Man of The Cloth), and
the irrationality of modern religious fundamentalism unfolding from imperial
cultural warfare. We find both standing in contrast with an awakening daring in
society to look at the naked reality of our humanity. The stage becomes in
metaphor a civil hearing for an application for a nudist beach project, but in
real terms it becomes an exploration of who we really are as human beings.

 In Chapter 17, Resurrecting Carmen, the focus is on the dimension of
the Principle of Universal Love. This principle has also been threaded through
all of the other chapters. In its final chapter the question is asked, how can
we rescue Carmen? Carmen is the woman of Spain, in George Bizet's opera
by the same name. She stands for universal freedom, but is killed by her lover
who wants to 'privatize' her love. The tragedy of Carmen stands in metaphor
for the tragedy of the American nation that established her freedom from
imperialism as a Federal Credit Society, but which surrendered that freedom
and with it her life-force as a nation at Christmastime in 1913. After a 138-year
imperial war America became indeed privatized. It's currency and credit
creation was placed into the hands of private imperial central banks operating
for profit instead of for the development and the welfare of the nation.
America had become an Imperial Monetarist Society. A dozen years after its
historic defeat, America, the once most powerful nation on the planet was
'dying.' With its stock market crashed and its economy collapsed, the greatest
depression in its history literally 'consumed' the nation. After a brief FDR
holiday between 1933 to 1945, America is sliding back once more into the
same condition.

 In order to rescue Carmen in both spheres, it seems to be necessary
to rewrite history. When seen from the standpoint of the Principle of Universal
Love, America lost World War I on the 23rd of December 1913, and lost it for
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the whole world. It lost the war against empire that it started on July 4th 1776
when it claimed its independence from the Britain emporium with generous
logistical, financial, and ideological support from many parts of the world.
America had started a world war against empire. It was fighting for a New
World for itself and for all people around the planet. But it lost the battle after
standing its ground for 138 years. By acknowledging this profound defeat as an
element of history, society may yet rouse itself to a higher perception of self-
worth than is presently prevailing. Thus it may yet rescue itself from the
looming tragedies of an already unfolding global economic collapse and from
the not too distant return of the Ice Age that nobody cares to acknowledge.

 The final question therefore is this: Does the Principle of Universal Love
really belong into the land of fiction, where it is barely located even now? Or
does it belong into the real world? Every thread of every calamity in the real
world seems to converge at its root at the denial of this principle. Perhaps this
may also be the reason why the Principle of Universal Love appears to be the
most difficult element of civilization to come to terms with. The German poet
Friedrich Schiller lamented a long time ago that the great moments in history
all too often found society a small people. That still holds true, tragically so.
Perhaps it is here where the breakout needs to begin, a breakout into winning
our humanity back instead of loosing it further and further. Let's forget there-
fore about aiming for Victory, and focus on winning. Who needs to be
victorious over another when we always loose along the way to victory? On the
path to recognizing the Principle of Universal Love the concept of victory will
surely fall by the wayside. It will be recognized some day that it is enough to
win the greatest price, which is our humanity and our love for one-another.
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